INTRODUCTION
Security has always been crucially significant in the any company to guarantee the integrity of data and operations, to preserve confidentiality, and to make sure information is used properly. Nevertheless, in today's web-based commercial application, the way for providing that security has changed. In former days we were used to keep all computer resources in a room and lock the room but this kind of security is not enough in present business organizations. Rather than providing physical security, some software, encryption methodology is requiring which protect data and operations of business applications. Economic globalization leads to complex decentralized company structures calling for the broad use of distributed IT-systems. In particular, one has to reflect a new class of security aspects which are relevant to e-commerce-based But not to traditional business processes. Security of computer-based systems mostly concerns confidentiality, integrity, and availability aspects. Confidentiality targets to keeps data secret from unauthorized users. Integrity prevents unauthorized changes in data and operations .Availability ensures that information is available when needed.
II. OVERVIEW OF XML SECURITY
An essential prerequisite of new Internet-wide security standards is that they apply to content created using extensible markup language (XML).XML has been adopted widely for a enormous diversity of applications and types of content. XML is also at the basis of interoperability protocols used to integrate applications across the Internet, such as Web services protocols: the Web service technology relies on different XML-based languages such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) .Xml Security is divided in to two parts.XML Signature and XML Encryption .
XML SIGNATURE:
The use of digital signatures is a common method for ensuring message integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation [1] .XML Signature defines a standard interoperable format for representing digital signatures in XML and provides mechanisms for efficiently applying digital signatures to XML resources. XML Signature is not limited to signing XML resources, however, as it can also be used to sign binary resources such as a JPEGfile. A single XML signature may cover several resources, where each resource may be an XML document, a part of an XML document or a binary resource.
Signature validation requires that the data object that was signed be accessible. The XML signature itself will generally indicate the location of the original signed object. This reference can be referenced by a URI within the XML signature; reside within the same resource as the XML signature (the signature is a sibling);
The Components of an XML Signature (Fig-1) Be embedded within the XML signature (the signature is the parent); Have its XML signature embedded within itself (the signature is the child).
XML ENCRYPTION:
XML Encryption [2] provides confidentiality by allowing selected parts of, or an entire, XML document to be encrypted. XML Encryption is similar to XML Signature in many ways. For instance, like XML Signature, XML Encryption does not apply only to XML resources as it may be used to encrypt arbitrary binary resources as well. Data that is encrypted using XML Encryption is represented by an EncryptedData element. As can be seen, the CipherData element is the only mandatory child element of EncryptedData. CipherData either contains or provides a reference to the cipher text of the encrypted data. As may be noticed, this is equivalent with the enveloping and detached variations of XML Signature. Contrary to XML Signature, however, a single EncryptedData element can only contain or reference one resource. If multiple resources are to be encrypted within the same XML document, multiple EncryptedData elements must be used. <CipherValue>A23B45C56</CipherValue> </CipherData> </EncryptedData> </MoneyData > By encrypting the CreditCard element from its start to end tags, we are able to hide its identity. Now attackers will not getting any information from this encrypted element.
2.2.1ENCRYPTING AN XML ELEMENT

2.2.2ENCRYPTING XML ELEMENT CONTENT (ELEMENTS)
Another approach is to hide data or children elements, sometimes we wants to allow some information to visible like card expiry date and hide information like its card number 
ENCRYPTING ARBITRARY DATA AND XML DOCUMENTS
III. ALGORITHMS AND STRUCTURES [5]
There are various algorithm is available for encryption and decryption as discussed here.
BLOCK ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS
Block encryption algorithms are designed for encrypting and decrypting data in fixed size, multiple octet blocks. Their identifiers appear as the value of the Algorithm attributes of Encryption Method elements that are children of EncryptedData. Block encryption algorithms take, as implicit arguments, the data to be encrypted or decrypted, the keying material, and their direction of operation. For all of these algorithms specified below, an initialization vector (IV) is required that is encoded with the cipher text.
PADDING
Since the data being encrypted is an arbitrary number of octets, it may not be a multiple of the block size. This is solved by padding the plain text up to the block size before encryption and unpadding after decryption. The padding algorithm is to calculate the smallest non-zero number of octets, say N that must be suffixed to the plain text to bring it up to a multiple of the block size. We will assume the block size is B octets so N is in the range of 1 to B. Pad by suffixing the plain text with N-1 arbitrary pad bytes and a final byte whose value is N. On decryption, just take the last byte and, after sanity checking it, strip that many bytes from the end of the decrypted cipher text.
For example, assume an 8 byte block size and plain text of 0x616263. The padded plain text would then be 0x616263????????05 where the "??" bytes can be any value.
STREAM ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS
Simple stream encryption algorithms generate based on the key, a stream of bytes which are XORed with the plain text data bytes to produce the cipher text on encryption and with the cipher text bytes to produce plain text on decryption. They are normally used for the encryption of data and are specified by the value of the Algorithm attribute of the Encryption Method child of an EncryptedData element.
IV. PROPOSED WORK: STRUCTURE-BASED IMPLEMENTATION
These are the various methods available for encrypting xml document .We would like to use another approach for xml encryption. This approach is for encrypting entire xml document .we would like to separate tag and content of xml element then separately encrypting both data with different symmetric key and then merge encrypted data and generate new xml file. Proposed Algorithm For Encrypting Xml file these steps should be performed. 1. Separate xml tag and content from xml file. 2. Encrypt xml tag and content of xml element with different symmetric key. 3. Encrypt these two symmetric key and Store these two symmetric key in two different file with different name on server. 4. Combine these encrypted tag and content of xml file in to one xml file with single <EncryptedData> Element. For Decrypting Xml file these steps should be performed. 1. Load Symmetric keys from file which reside on server and decrypt it. 2. Separate encrypted tag and content of xml file. 3. Use appropriate keys for decrypting tag and content of xml file. 4. Generate original xml file using tag and data. Table 2 : Evaluation of Structure modification XML Encryption Algorithm The basic purpose of this paper is to introduce concept of structure modification encryption in XML file. The basic idea behind the methodology presented is that two keys are used for encrypting an XML document. One key is used for encrypting the content of xml element and the other key is used for encrypting the elements. Here element and content are separately encrypted so it will be difficult for attacker to decrypt it. Again symmetric keys are store on server in separate file which is also encrypted so without getting those keys almost it is difficult to decrypt xml file. Somehow if unauthorized users are able to get one key, even though they are not getting actual content of xml file. This method is also quite efficient as well as its performance is good. We have evaluate single tag based encryption which is taken time according to Table-1 for different size. On the other hand in Table 2 we have written different values for our algorithm.
